Rezumat

Chirurgia cu controlul daunelor este o asociere de intervenții chirurgicale temporizate în vederea stopării hemoragiei și a controlului surselor de infecție, scopul resuscitării fiind acela de restabilire a fiziologiei normale. Convenția privind chirurgia cu controlul daunelor s-a dezvoltat în mare odată cu descoperirea triadei letale formate din hipotermie, acidoză și coagulopatie, scopul Chirurgiei cu Controlul Daunelor (DCS) fiind acela de a evita formarea acestui "cerc vicios" sau de a-i inversa evoluția. În timp ce hipotermia și acidoza sunt în general corectate prin resuscitare, coagulopatia rămâne o provocare a DCS, fiind exacerbată de administrarea excesivă de cristaloizi. Acest capitol pune accent pe principiile de resuscitare în cele patru cadre ale îngrijirii traumatice: cadrul prespitalic, departamentul de urgență, sala de operație și unitatea de terapie intensivă, incluzând perspective istorice, metode de resuscitare, controverse și direcții viitoare. Fiecare cadru este asociat cu provocări specifice care determină obiective de îngrijire specifice.
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Abstract

Damage control surgery is a combination of temporizing surgical interventions to arrest hemorrhage and control infectious source, with goal directed resuscitation to restore normal physiology. The
convention of damage control surgery largely arose following the discovery of the lethal triad of hypothermia, acidosis, and coagulopathy, with the goal of Damage Control Surgery (DCS) is to avoid the initiation of this “bloody vicious cycle” or to reverse its progression. While hypothermia and acidosis are generally corrected with resuscitation, coagulopathy remains a challenging aspect of DCS, and is exacerbated by excessive crystalloid administration. This chapter focuses on resuscitative principles in the four settings of trauma care: the prehospital setting, emergency department, operating room, and intensive care unit including historical perspectives, resuscitative methods, controversies, and future directions. Each setting provides unique challenges with specific goals of care.
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### History of Coagulation in Damage Control Surgery

In 1906, George Crile, known for his advancements in surgery, successfully completed the first blood transfusion between two humans in the United States (1). A decade later, Walter Cannon proposed the benefits of fluid administration following combat wounds (2,3). By the late 1930s, with lessons learned from World War I along with advances in blood typing and agglutination, European nations began developing blood banking services, providing the ability to store donated blood for up to three weeks (4). For the first time, the developed world could provide both blood and balanced salt solutions for patients following a variety of injuries. However, surgeons relied on limited anecdotal data to guide resuscitation in the hemorrhaging patient.

As the U.S. prepared for the possibility of war in 1940, military leaders realized whole blood would be difficult to provide to combat troops overseas. Edwin Cohen, a biochemist, solved this problem by developing the ability to separate blood into the red blood cell and plasma components (5). Medical personnel in the European and Asian theaters, therefore, had ready access to plasma in treating hemorrhagic shock.

However, not long after, military physicians began noticing the consequences of these strategies. In the 1950s, researchers uncovered a common sequela of resuscitative strategies used in World War II and coined the new syndrome post-traumatic renal failure, suggesting this was related to under-resuscitation (6). This inspired the work of Shires et al who emphasized the role of balanced salt solutions, which became the predominant resuscitative strategies for decades (7,8). The balanced solution strategy was not without consequence of its own. During the Korean War, signs of traumatic induced coagulopathy (TIC) were observed with prolonged PT (9).

Subsequently, beginning with the proposal of the bloody vicious cycle by the Denver Health group in 1982, the concept of damage control resuscitation slowly evolved (10). The following year, Stone et al introduced the concept of damage control surgery in a case series that suggested improved survival with an abbreviated surgical approach to severely injured trauma patients (11). Collectively, the lethal triad became the foundation for damage control approaches to severely injured trauma patients.

### Pathophysiology of Trauma Induced Coagulopathy

Trauma induced coagulopathy (TIC) is a combination of impaired clot formation and rapid clot dissolution. Several mechanisms contribute to this process, and unlike previous clot formation theories that had obvious initiation and termination points such as the classic coagulation cascade theory, in reality, coagulopathy is a
result of an aberrant homeostasis between a multitude of mechanisms. Understanding these processes is essential for clinicians to accurately intervene, and only recently, with advancements in the measurement of clotting abilities with viscoelastic studies, have such interventions become possible.

Much of TIC is a result of excessive activation of intrinsic anticoagulant functions. One such anticoagulant is activated protein C (APC). Protein C is found circulating in plasma, and in response to hypotension and injury, undergoes activation by the binding of thrombin and thrombomodulin forming a complex on the endothelium (12). Once activated, APC cleaves factors Va and VIIIa leading to reduced thrombin generation (13-15). Under normal circumstances, this mechanism serves to maintain vascular patency by preventing thrombosis development. However, this mechanism appears to be upregulated in the setting of hypoperfusion and injury in an attempt to decrease the deleterious effects of cellular dysfunction contributing to the coagulopathy following trauma (12).

The dysregulation of anticoagulant compounds are not the only contributor to TIC. Recent studies have found the vascular endothelium is a significant contributor to the activation of these pathways. Specifically, the endothelium glycocalyx, with anticoagulant properties due to heparan sulfate, can be shed to varying degrees following trauma, and despite disruption of the endothelium–glycocalyx interaction, shed glycocalyx maintains its heparin-like anticoagulant properties (16,17). This results in systemic endogenous heparinization that contributes to TIC (18,19). Johansson et al observed this mechanism in trauma patients by demonstrating a reversible prolonged clotting time when heparinase was included in thrombelastography samples (20).

Although previously believed to be the primary drivers of TIC, hypothermia, acidosis, and hemodilution are now considered secondary mechanisms. Specifically, hypothermia appears to inhibit the initiation of thrombin generation and impairs fibrinogen synthesis (21). More importantly, acidosis delays propagation of thrombin generation and accelerates fibrinogen degradation. Frequently in severe trauma, acidosis and hypothermia, along with hypotension, worsen due to ongoing bleeding. This exacerbates a patient’s shock including worsened acidosis and hypothermia, forming the basis of the bloody vicious cycle (10).

Prehospital Setting

Survival in the severely injured patient relies on the timely administration of an appropriate resuscitation strategy while concomitantly addressing the patient’s injuries. This involves control of ongoing bleeding, administration of oxygen supplementation and enhancement of ventilation as needed, and by addressing causes of shock that are rapidly correctable such as a tension pneumothorax or pericardial tamponade.

Permissive hypotension represents an example of how clinical research has altered prehospital resuscitative strategies. Historically, hypotension was aggressively treated with crystalloid fluids to normalize blood pressure. As early as 1965, Shafton, Dennis, et al (22) reported an increased risk of bleeding in a canine model with arteriotomy following aggressive resuscitation with crystalloid fluids, and again in the 1990s, a number of studies using animal models and clinical data in trauma centers demonstrated the potential adverse effects of early obtainment of normotension with large volume fluid administration (23). In 1994, Bickell et al (24) published a randomized prospective study comparing immediate to delayed fluid resuscitation in penetrating torso trauma, which found that survival increased with a delayed resuscitation strategy. The group theorized that improved survival was a result of avoidance of the harms of aggressive fluid resuscitation, i.e. disruption of life preserving thrombi or exacerbation of ongoing hemorrhage. A large observational study by Brown et al demonstrated increased mortality in normotensive patients who then received continued fluid resuscitation (25). However, this study also demonstrated improved survival when hypotensive patients received fluid resuscitation. Ultimately, hypoten-
sive resuscitation remains controversial with limited prospective data in blunt trauma, specifically in the setting of concomitant head trauma, as these patients require a higher systolic goal to maintain cerebral perfusion pressure (26). As such, resuscitative strategies must balance the goal of decreasing the duration of shock with an increased risk of bleeding as blood pressure normalizes.

Several theories exist as to the cause of a potentially increased mortality in large volume crystalloid resuscitative strategies. First, as demonstrated in animal models, increased blood pressure could release clots that have slowed or impeded ongoing hemorrhage (27-30). How do these animal studies translate to clinical practice? Theoretically, if EMS and trauma teams aggressively resuscitate severely injured patients before the patient has received surgical interventions, the resultant increase in systolic blood pressure disrupt sites of hemostasis. Moreover, dilution of clotting factors, most notably fibrinogen, may further decrease clot strength (31). Similar studies have suggested this dilutional effect arises from an increased susceptibility to tPA-induced fibrinolysis via dilution of fibrinolytic regulators (32).

With concerns rising with the use of crystalloids, groups have begun considering blood products as the first line treatment, or at the very least, to use as a supplement for crystalloid when patients require large volumes resuscitation. The first documented use of prehospital red blood cell (RBC) transfusion occurred in 1985, and since then research has slowly advanced the ability of paramedics to institute damage control resuscitation principles even before the patient arrives to the trauma bay (33). Simply providing blood products in the prehospital setting requires advances in systems management and improvement to paramedic infrastructure such as air and ground ambulance upgrades.

Nevertheless, several retrospective studies have found that early administration of RBCs led to decreased mortality in severely injured patients (34-36). One study also demonstrated a decreased frequency of TIC in blunt trauma patients who received prehospital RBCs as compared to standard resuscitation methods (36), and the practice of providing prehospital blood, especially in air ambulances, appears to be growing. A recent survey of air trauma services determined that one quarter of programs now provide prehospital blood for patients in transport (37). This was especially prominent in trauma programs serving larger, more rural populations with longer transport times. Certainly, this practice would align with data suggesting negative consequences with large volume crystalloid administration and potential benefits of early blood product administration in the severely injured trauma patient. However, data supporting the use of packed red blood cell (pRBC) administration in the prehospital setting is limited, of poor quality, and has demonstrated a mixed effect on mortality (38). A damage control scenario in an urban setting would not necessitate prehospital blood transfusions with a brief transportation time, but in a rural trauma service with a prolonged transport, prehospital blood could prove beneficial. High quality data is needed to refute or support this theory, as anemia, although a result of hemorrhagic shock, is not the underlying problem.

In contrast, plasma and other procoagulant resuscitative fluids contribute to hemostasis and have thus become the focus of ongoing research. The Prehospital Air Medical Plasma (PAMPer) Trial is also currently enrolling patients in a randomized controlled trial that will study the use of prehospital plasma. However, the aim of the PAMPer trial differs slightly. The trial aims to explore the effects of prehospital plasma on the coagulation and inflammatory response following significant trauma (39). Data from the PAMPer trial may uncover benefits of prehospital plasma outside of encouraging coagulation, and may lead to broader indications for prehospital plasma.

Still, these studies are most likely to demonstrate benefits in patients with injuries occurring in austere environments requiring long transport times.

One alternative to fresh frozen plasma is freeze-dried plasma (FDP). Freeze dried plasma has many advantages in the pre-
hospital setting including a two-year shelf life, rapid reconstitution, universal blood group compatibility, more consistent factor composition, and most importantly for the prehospital setting, the ability to store at room temperature (40). A dry powder would be easier for air and ground ambulance services to transport. Although developed and successfully implemented during World War II (4), safety concerns due to hepatitis B led to its disuse over the following decades. With the recent data detailing the benefits of early plasma resuscitation and improvements in blood-borne pathogen reduction, FDP has again become a source of interest.

Additionally, civilian and military efforts across the globe are investigating the use of pharmacologic therapies aimed at inhibiting clot breakdown in severely injured patients, namely tranexamic acid (TXA). Much of the growth of empiric administration of TXA was a result of the CRASH 2 trial. CRASH 2, a prospective, randomized placebo controlled trial, provided TXA to patients using an “uncertainty principle” to identify patients to include in the trial (41). The uncertainty principle relied on doctors to determine which patients did or did not clearly require TXA. Patients in which uncertainty as to the need for TXA existed were randomized to either TXA or a placebo. The study demonstrated a survival benefit in patients receiving TXA as compared to placebo and failed to demonstrate an increased risk of thromboembolic events with TXA use; however, due to the logistics of a multinational randomized control trial, data was limited on injury severity of these patients with no laboratory assessment of shock or coagulation status. Moreover, the study found an increased mortality in patients who received TXA greater than three hours after injury. Many concerns arose regarding the methodology of the study, and many questioned the findings. Specifically, the uncertainty principle represents a significant source of selection bias, i.e. many patients were excluded because the clinical picture demanded the use of TXA. Less than half of patients were hypotensive at the time of inclusion, transfusion rates were equivalent between groups, and few died from hemorrhage. On the other hand, it is possible TXA had a survival benefit secondary to an as of yet identified mechanism separate from coagulopathy.

However, camps against empiric TXA use point to several concerns regarding the practice including fibrinolysis phenotypes, discussed later. Trauma services have thus conducted multiple studies following the publication of the CRASH 2 trial and pointed to several potential risks with widespread empiric use of TXA. In actuality, concerns with empiric antifibrinolytics date back to the 1960s, when Starzl et al determined an increased risk of venous thromboembolism in these patients (42). In a similar manner, subsequent sub-analysis of the CRASH 2 trial uncovered an increase in mortality if TXA was given greater than three hours after injury (43). Two retrospective studies at U.S. trauma centers have failed to demonstrate a reduction in mortality with the use of empiric TXA in severely injured trauma patients (44,45). Controversies thus remain and more clarity as to the benefits of TXA are needed.

Moving forward, point of care (POC) testing could drive prehospital resuscitation. With the use of testing modalities such as thrombelastography (TEG), which will be discussed in more detail later, EMS personnel can identify patients who would benefit from directed therapy such as TXA or plasma. Moreover, studies with greater specificity for shock could identify which patients should be aggressively resuscitated. Multiple studies have demonstrated the accuracy of POC lactate, TEG, and hemoglobin (46). One prospective study examining any patient with prehospital shock demonstrated the prognostic value of prehospital POC lactate (47). POC testing lacks data demonstrating an effect on mortality, and more data is necessary before these studies can be included in a prehospital treatment algorithm.

**Emergency Department**

Much of trauma resuscitation in the United
States has been standardized with the strategies developed by the Advanced Trauma Life Support (ATLS) program. The “ABC” algorithm of airway, breathing, and circulation has become the standard of care in the initial management of the severely injured trauma patient and reflects the previously described focus of the initial management in the prehospital setting. However, when present, isolated threats to life should be addressed first. For instance, the trauma team should rapidly address ongoing hemorrhage. Ventilation and oxygenation should be optimized by oxygen supplementation and invasive ventilator maneuvers if indicated, and correctable signs of shock should be identified such as tamponade or tension pneumothorax. Beyond the initial assessment of the patient, transfusion strategies can differ widely. Most hospitals have adopted massivetransfusion (MTP) protocols (48,49), but variation remains between the ratios of RBCs to FFP administered.

The focus of initial resuscitation is correcting the three aspects of the well-defined “lethal triad” of trauma: hypothermia, acidosis, and coagulopathy (10). While hypothermia is easily corrected in the prehospital setting and trauma bay, acidosis and coagulopathy remain a challenge. Thus, research over the last two decades has largely focused on correcting the acidosis without worsening the coagulopathy. Furthermore, the advent of point of care assessment of the coagulation parameters have allowed for the development of personalized resuscitative strategies aimed at correcting abnormalities at each stage of the coagulation cascade.

The widespread use of MTP represents one way in which trauma programs have attempted to rapidly intervene on the progression of the lethal triad. The Denver Health group, for example, has implemented an MTP that is largely automated in the event of the arrival of a trauma activation, the designation for the most severely injured trauma patient. Once the trauma activation page is received, the blood bank delivers a cooler with four units of O negative RBCs and two units of FFP. A second cooler is available with 4 U RBCs, 2 U FFP, and 1 U of apheresis platelets. The protocol provides instructions on transfusion ratios for all remaining coolers as well. Once hemorrhage control is obtained, the Denver group then relies on TEG guided resuscitation, which will be described in detail later. Gonzalez et al in 2007, highlighted the effectiveness of these MTP transfusion strategies in their prospective observational single institutional study (50). Over a 51-month period, the Houston group analyzed data of ICU admission of severely injured trauma patients. During the study period, the previously developed MTP protocol was continued, which transfused six units RBCs prior to FFP administration and six units RBCs and four units RBCs in each subsequent cooler. They observed that although hypothermia and acidosis were corrected in patients either prior or shortly after ICU admission, a large majority of patients (85%) presented to the ICU with ongoing coagulopathy, as defined as INR > 1.2. However, the elevated INR does not explain the cause of coagulopathy.

Other studies obtained from the Iraq and Afghanistan combat theaters, in contrast, demonstrated the benefit of a near 1:1 pRBC to plasma transfusion ratio. A study by Borgman et al, in which retrospectively compared survivors of patients receiving MTP vs non-survivors, found a lower RBC to plasma ratio in those who survived serious hemorrhagic trauma (survivors received a median ratio of 1:1.6 vs 1:2.3 with nonsurvivors). Moreover, Borgman and colleagues demonstrated that those who received a lower ratio of RBCs to plasma died sooner than those receiving high ratios. This survival benefit from a near 1:1 RBC to plasma ratio was suggested in retrospective reviews in civilian level I trauma centers (51) as well: however other studies have questioned this conclusion and found equivalent benefit from 1:2 and other low plasma to pRBC ratio practices (52).

The PROMMTT study, a prospective multi-institutional cohort study, attempted to determine the benefit in the massively transfused patient (53). This study again suggested improved survival in the first six hours as the ratio of transfused RBC to plasma approached...
Interestingly, this benefit was lost following the first twenty-four hours. Following the PROMMTT study, 1:1 and 1:2 resuscitation strategies gained broader acceptance for the severely injured trauma patient. For example, the United States military adopted a 1:1:1 transfusion strategy until hemorrhage control is obtained (54). Nevertheless, lacking randomized data to support a one to one resuscitative strategy, some doubts remained. In fact, one meta-analysis determined a benefit when protocols provided at least a 1:2 ratio of FFP to RBC, but failed to find any benefit when the plasma to pRBC ratio approached one (55).

The timing and frequency at which to administer platelets remains a question as well. The previously mentioned PROMMTT trial found that despite the use of damage control resuscitative techniques with earlier plasma administration as compared to historical crystalloid resuscitative strategies, platelets were commonly delivered in a delayed fashion, with only 72% of patients receiving platelets by three hours after arrival (53). As a result, platelets are oftentimes administered earlier as part of a trauma centers’ MTP. Another observational study found that an increased platelet to pRBC ratio was associated with a survival advantage (56).

The Pragmatic, Randomized, Optimal Platelet, and Plasma Ratios (PROPPR) trial attempted to clarify the benefit of platelets as part of a ratio based resuscitative strategy. The study, which compared a 1:1:1 (pRBC/ plasma/ platelet) ratio to 1:1:2 found no significant survival benefit with the lower ratio at 24 hours (57). As a result, while platelets remain integral to appropriate resuscitation, the available data suggests that platelets should be administered at a less frequent rate as pRBCs and plasma.

The use of point-of-care coagulopathy studies represent an alternative method to ratio based resuscitation strategies. Thrombelastography (TEG) originally entered the armamentarium of physicians in Europe in the 1950s, and in the United States, transplant and cardiac surgeons have used TEGs on a regular basis for several decades (58). Historically, TEG equipment was cumbersome, however with recent technologic improvements in the last decade, TEG has become more common in the management of trauma patients. The traditional measures of coagulation PT/INR and aPTT are time consuming, measure coagulation on patient poor plasma, and represent only the first 5% of clot formation (58,59). Similarly, other than TEG, no widely available assessment of fibrinolysis exists. Most importantly, a more accurate assessment of coagulation would incorporate the previously discussed cell based model of coagulation.

In contrast, TEG can provide data within minutes, and allows a completed assessment of coagulation including fibrinolysis in 90 minutes. TEG provides actionable data points to transfused specific blood products. For example, in rapid-TEG studies, which uses tissue factor to expedite the clotting process, the activated clotting time (ACT) indicates the speed of the initiation and propagation of the coagulation cascade. If prolonged, this indicates consumption or dilution of clotting factors and warrants administration of FFP. The maximum amplitude (MA) of the TEG tracing correlates with platelet function and, if abnormal, would indicate need for additional transfusion of platelets. A prospective, randomized study by Gonzalez et al compared TEG guided resuscitation to transfusion of plasma and other products based on PT/INR, PTT, platelet count, and D-Dimer (60). This study demonstrated a 50% reduction in mortality with TEG guided resuscitative strategy over conventional labs. Of note, the initial resuscitative strategy used a 1:2 RBC to plasma ratio, with subsequent transfusions dependent upon lab indications. Patients in the TEG group overall received less platelets and plasma during the first two hours of resuscitation. This data supports that there maybe a risk with over utilization of these blood products during early resuscitation. However, larger, multi-institutional studies are needed to confirm these findings.

Prior to the use of TEG, no widely available study provided a rapid assessment of fibrinoly-
sis. In the age of point of care coagulation studies using TEG, it has become clear that patients can present with this distinct phenotype (61). In fact, TEG studies have pointed to a concerning non-inconsequential frequency of fibrinolysis shutdown. In a prospective study by the Denver Health group among severely injured trauma patients, nearly two-thirds expressed fibrinolysis shutdown on viscoelastic studies (61). A subsequent larger, multicenter trial confirmed this finding with 46% of patients found to express a fibrinolysis shutdown phenotype (62). Giving such patients with fibrinolytic shutdown, or even physiologic fibrinolysis, antifibrinolytic agents such as TXA at best is an unnecessary expenditure and at worse harmful and potentially lethal. TXA in these patients may lead to an increase in clinically and radiologically evident VTEs as well as thrombi at the capillary level, potentially contributing to multi-organ failure in the severely injured trauma patient. More data is necessary to determine if TEG could guide the use of antifibrinolytic agents by identifying hyperfibrinolytic patients early in the patient’s resuscitation. With the current understanding of the beneficial effects of TXA, the evidence suggests that this medication should be used selectively in hypotensive patients who are actively bleeding. Pre hospital use of TXA remains experimental and should only be conducted in a research setting, and no patients should receive this medication if they are more than three hours out from injury.

### Operating Room

Resuscitation in the operating room involves a coordinated effort by the surgical staff, anesthesiologists, and blood bank. First and foremost, excessive crystalloid resuscitation should be avoided to prevent the worsening of acidosis and coagulopathy. One single institution retrospective study suggested these potential benefits. When comparing severely injured patients undergoing damage control laparotomy, those patients undergoing product based resuscitation with predetermined ratios as compared to a large volume crystalloid resuscitation demonstrated a lower base deficit, higher pH, less hypothermia, and a lower INR upon arrival to the ICU (63). More importantly, after cohort matching, a survival advantage was noted with a product first resuscitative strategy.

Frequently, massive transfusion protocols are continued until the surgical team has obtained hemorrhage control. However, a more guided resuscitative strategy can begin in the operating room using TEG parameters to correct and remaining coagulopathies while providing fluid resuscitation. Using this approach, FFP for an ACT ≥ 128 seconds, cryoprecipitate for an angle ≤ 65, platelets for an MA ≤ 55 mm, and an LY30 ≥ 5% (64). TEGs would be repeated serially after the infusion of product to continue to monitor for changes in the patient’s coagulation status. The optimal hematocrit remains debated, but the concept of margination (65) supports that a hematocrit of 30 is an ideal target for an actively bleeding patient, which can be liberalized to 21 once hemostasis is achieved.

### ICU

Following operative intervention, resuscitation and shock should be corrected as soon as possible. Lactate can guide further fluid resuscitation needs, and one large retrospective study found failure to clear lactate (i.e. lactate ≥ 2 mmol/L) at 24 hours was associated with a seven fold increase in mortality (66). Whether crystalloid, RBCs, or other blood products are used as a resuscitative fluid at this point should depend upon objective laboratory measures such as Hct and TEG studies. For example, if a patient continues to demonstrate fibrinolysis as indicated by the previously mentioned TEG parameters, the intensive care staff should administer cryoprecipitate.

### Summary and Future Direction

Resuscitation of the trauma patient has been the focus of research for over half a century with several historical advancements. Yet, much debate remains over the timing and
choice of fluids administered in the treatment of the severely injured. Recently, a transition to early administration of blood products has occurred, while longstanding products and laboratory studies such as thrombelastography and whole blood are again gaining attention. Currently, ratio based resuscitation strategies predominate with many massive transfusion protocols implementing at least a 1:2 (pRBC/plasma) initial transfusion strategy. However, several trauma centers now use guided resuscitation strategies following TEG parameters. These strategies will continue to evolve as more data accumulates, and more centers will likely focus on prehospital administration of product. Finally, personalized medicine will likely include changes in trauma care as more studies that assess coagulation, inflammation, and shock become available.
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